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a b s t r a c t

Electrochemical etching is used to fabricate porous silicon (PS) surfaces for both sides of the Si wafer. The
effect of PS on performance of Si solar cells is investigated and the reflected mirrors are manipulated to
enhance solar cell efficiency. The process is promising for solar cell manufacturing due to its simplicity,
lower cost and suitability for mass production. The PS surface has discrete pores and short-branched
pores on the polished wafer side. In contrast, the etched backside of the wafer has smaller pore size,
with random pores. PS formed on both sides has lower reflectivity value compared with results in other
works. Solar cell efficiency is increased to 15.4% with PS formed on both sides compared with the unetched
sample and other results. Using empirical models, the optical properties of the refractive index and the
2.80.Jc
8.20.Ci

eywords:
orous silicon

optical dielectric constant are investigated. The porous surface texturing properties could enhance and
increase the conversion efficiency of porous Si solar cells. The obtained results are in agreement with
experimental and other data.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
olar cell
rystalline silicon
efractive index

. Introduction

The amount of reflection from a surface is the main obstacle in
fficient solar cell performance. Reflection is related to the refrac-
ive index of the material. For instance, the silicon (Si) refractive
ndex is 3.5 (which can rise by up to ∼35%) which prevents an
lectron–hole pair from being generated. This factor could reduce
he efficiency of photovoltaic converters. Antireflection Coatings
ARC) could reduce surface reflection, and increase conversion effi-
iency, extended lifetime and improved the electro-physical and
haracterization of photovoltaic converters [1].

Porous Si (PS) is attractive in solar cell applications due to
ts efficient ARC and other properties such as band gap broad-
ning, wide absorption spectrum and optical transmission range
700–1000 nm). It can also be used for surface passivation and tex-
urization [2–6]. The potential advantages of PS as an ARC for solar

ells include surface passivation and removal of the dead layer
iffused region. Moreover, PS could convert higher energy solar
adiation into spectrum light, which is absorbed more efficiently
nto bulk Si [7].
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The vibrations, electronic and optical properties of PS have been
studied using various experimental techniques. Of these, the elec-
trochemical etching process is a promising technique in fabricating
PS [8–11]. According to the quantum confinement model, a hetero-
junction can be formed between the Si substrate and porous layers
because the latter has a wider band gap (1.8–2.2 eV) compared with
crystalline Si (c-Si) [12].

Recently, Ben Rabha and Bessais [13] used Chemical Vapor Etch-
ing (CVE) method to perform front PS layer and Buried Metallic
Contacts (BMCs) of multicrystalline Silicon (mc-Si) solar cells to
reduce the reflectivity to 8% in the 450–950 nm wavelength range
and induced the simple and low cost technology with 12% conver-
sion efficiency. Yae et al. [14] have deposited fine platinum (Pt)
particles on multicrystalline n-Si wafers by electroless displace-
ment reaction in a hexachloroplatinic acid solution containing HF.
The reflectance of the wafers is reduced from 30% to 6% by the for-
mation of porous layer. Brendel [15] has performed electrochemical
etching of porous Si layer into the substrate based on homoepitaxial
growth of monocrystalline Si films and yielded a module efficiency
of 10%.
This work aims to investigate the effect of PS on perfor-
mance of Si solar cells. Enhancing solar cell efficiency can be
realized by manipulating reflected mirrors. The results are promis-
ing for solar cell manufacturing, as they show the simplicity,
lower cost, suitability for mass production and to investigate
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Fig. 1. Solar cells setup (a) p–n junction layers,

he optical properties of refractive index and optical dielectric
onstant.

This paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 discusses the exper-
mental procedure, while the experimental and theoretical results
re in Section 3. The conclusion is provided in the last section.

. Experimental measurement

N-type Si wafer with a dimension of 1 cm × 1 cm × 283 �m,
1 1 1) orientation, resistivity of 0.75 � cm, and doping concen-
ration of 1.8 × 1017 cm−3 was etched through an electrochemical
rocess to produce the porous structure. The wafer was placed in
n electrolyte solution (hydrofluoric (HF) acid: ethanol, 1:4) with
current density of 60 mA/cm2 at an etching time of 15 min for

ach side. Before the etching process, the Si substrate was cleaned
sing the Radio Corporation of America (RCA) method to remove
he oxide layer, it was then immersed in HF acid to remove the
ative oxide. The electrochemical cell was made by teflon and has
circular aperture with radius of 0.4 cm, and the silicon wafer is

ealed below. The cell consists of two-electrode system with the Si
afer as the anode and platinum as the cathode. The process was

arried out at room temperature. After etching, all samples were
insed with ethanol and dried in the air. Surface morphology and
tructural properties of the samples under treatment were charac-
erized by using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). PS optical
eflectance was obtained by using an optical reflectometer (Fil-
etrics F20) that includes integrating sphere. Fourier Transform
nfrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) of the PS samples was measured. Pho-
oluminescence (PL) spectroscopy measurements were performed
t room temperature using He–Cd laser (� = 325 nm).

To fabricate the solar cell; After (RCA) cleaning and oxida-
ion, the silicon wafer underwent spin coating. A liquid containing
etal mask, and (c) contact I–V characterization.

photo-resistant material was placed at the center of the wafer. Spin-
ning process was carried out at room temperature at the speed
of 300 rpm for 20 s. After spin coating, the wafer was placed back
into the furnace for 20 min at 200 ◦C to drive out moisture. The
mask was designed by the photo plotter technique that was placed
directly above the sample and exposed to UV-light for 25 s to form
a patterned coating on the surface. Doping diffusion was carried
out using a tube furnace at the temperature of 1100 ◦C for 60 min
using N2 flow gas. The top surface area of the wafer was doped with
boron to be P-type. Prior to the contact evaporating process, the oxi-
dation layer was removed using an etching solution of NH4F:H2O,
and then mixed with HF with a mole ratio of 1:7. Aluminum evap-
oration was used for back metal contact, and silver was used for
front metallization. Fig. 1 shows solar cells setup. Contact anneal-
ing was done at 400 ◦C for 20 min to pledge ohmic contact (see
Fig. 1) as well as to improve the contact properties. Reflected mir-
ror with reflectivity >89% was used to enhance solar cell efficiency.
The structure of PS solar cells consists of metal mask contact of
grid pattern with finger width of 300 �m, and finger spacing of
600 �m.

The fabricated device was analyzed using current–voltage (I–V)
measurement, and the lens was placed under solar simulator illu-
mination. A solar cell using unetched c-Si was fabricated under the
same conditions for comparison.

3. Results and discussion
The efficiency of photovoltaic energy conversion must be
enhanced to reduce the cost of solar cell modules for energy gener-
ation. In this process, photons from solar radiation are falling on a
solar cell generate electron and hole pairs, which are collected at the
two contact points. A drawback of solar photovoltaic energy con-
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Fig. 3. AFM images of PS (a) as-grown, (b) polished front side and (c) unpolished
ig. 2. Cross-section SEM images of PS on (a) both sides of the c-Si wafer, (b) on the
olished front side c-Si wafer and (c) on the unpolished backside c-Si wafer.

ersion is that most semiconducting materials used are sensitive to
nly a part of the solar radiation spectrum.

Fig. 2a shows the cross-section SEM images of chemically
reated samples. These images show that the thickness is uniform
hroughout the obtained porous layer, indicating that the etch-
ng process forms a uniform porous density layer on the surface.
he SEM images in Fig. 2b and c illustrate the treated surface
ith similar grain geometry due to the isotropic character of
F/ethanol etching and the optimal conditions of current density
nd etching time. The images show that the entire surface of the
ample was etched. Most pores are spherical. The porous surface
ormed on the front polished side had discrete pores, in addition
o short-branched pores. In contrast, the PS surface formed on
he unpolished backside is shaped in small pores, which could be
ttributed to an increase in surface roughness for the unpolished
ackside proportional to the etching parameter. Fig. 3 demon-

trates that the three dimensional topographic images of the PS
tched surfaces with the pyramidal shape were distributed over the
ntire surface. The pyramidal shape indicated that the increase in
he surface roughness is due to the effect of the etching parameters’
ffect on the surface characterization. The high degree of roughness
back side.

of the PS surface implies the possibility of using the porous layer
as an ARC because the surface texture reduces the light reflection.
The scattering in PS is possibly due to the roughness in relation to
the thickness of the porous layer [16]. The attenuation of the reflec-
tivity is due to scattering and transmission at the porous and bulk

interfaces [16,17]. This parameter is important in enhancing the
photo conversion process for solar cells. To confirm that PS can be
utilized as an ARC, the reflection measurement was done by using
optical reflectometry.
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Fig. 8. PL spectra of PS on both sides of the c-Si wafer.

The results are shown in Fig. 4 to demonstrate that PS formed on
oth sides has lower reflectivity value compared with the results of
thers [13–15] and these results have been confirmed by absorp-
ion spectrum as shown in Fig. 5. Figs. 6 and 7 show the FTIR spectra
f the silicon as grown and PS as function of the reflectivity and
bsorptive, respectively. The results showed an agreement with the
esults demonstrated in Figs. 4 and 5. This means that our PS sam-
le has a high absorption and low reflection spectrum as compared
ith the as grown sample and this may be attributed to the increase

f porosity that leads to increase the PS density over the surface of
he sample. Fig. 8 illustrates the PL spectrum of the PS formed on
he unpolished side, revealing a peak at 681.3 nm (1.82 eV) with
ull Width and Half Maximum (FWHM) of about 330 mV. For PS
ormed on the front polished side, the peak located at 666.9 nm
1.86 eV) with a FWHM of about 180 mV is obtained. PS formed
n the front polished side revealed blue shift luminescence. This
eans particles are confined into the lower dimension. The energy

aps of PS are increased to 1.82 and 1.86, respectively. The broad-
ning of the energy gap occurs with a decrease in the crystallite
ize.

The results in Figs. 4 and 8 are used to calculate the refrac-
ive index and optical dielectric constant of Si and PS using
18]:

= 1 + R1/2

1 − R1/2
(1)

here R is reflectivity. The results are given and compared with
thers in Table 1.

The refractive index n is an important physical parameter
elated to microscopic atomic interactions. Theoretically, the two
ifferent approaches in viewing this subject are the refractive index
elated to density, and the local polarizability of these entities [19].

On the other hand, the crystalline structure represented
y a delocalized picture, n will be closely related to the
nergy band structure of the material, complicated quantum
echanical analysis requirements and the obtained results.
any attempts have been made to relate the refractive

ndex and the energy gap Eg through simple relationships
20–25].

However, these relationships of n are independent of temper-

ture and incident photon energy. Here, the various relationships
etween n and Eg will be reviewed. Ravindra et al. [25] suggested
ifferent relationships between the band gap and the high fre-
uency refractive index and presented a linear form of n as a
Voltage (V)

Fig. 9. Current–voltage (I–V) characteristics of Si (as grown) and Si of different sides.

function of Eg:

n = ˛ + ˇEg (2)

where ˛ = 4.048 and ˇ = −0.62 eV−1.
To be inspired by simple physics of light refraction and disper-

sion, Herve and Vandamme [26] proposed an empirical relation
as:

n =

√
1 +

(
A

Eg + B

)2

(3)

where A = 13.6 eV and B = 3.4 eV. Ghosh et al. [27] took a differ-
ent approach to the problem by considering the band structural
and quantum-dielectric formulations of Penn [28] and Van Vechten
[29]. Introducing A as the contribution from the valence electrons
and B as a constant additive to the lowest band gap Eg, the expres-
sion for the high-frequency refractive index is written as:

n2 − 1 = A

(Eg + B)2
(4)

where A = 25Eg + 212, B = 0.21Eg + 4.25 and (Eg + B) refers to an
appropriate average energy gap of the material. Thus, these three
models of variation n with energy gap have been calculated. The
calculated refractive indices of the end-point compounds are inves-
tigated in Table 1. The optical dielectric constant ε∝ is calculated
using ε∝ = n2 [30] and depends on the refractive index. In Table 1,
the calculated values of ε∝ using the three models are investigated.
Increasing porosity percentage from 60% (front side) to 80% (back
side) uses the weight measurements [31] leads to decreasing refrac-
tive index. As with Ghosh et al. [27], this is more appropriate for
studying solar cell optical properties.

The series and sheet resistances, maximum voltage Vm, maxi-
mum current Im, open-circuit voltage Voc, and short-circuit current
Isc are the prominent parameters in calculating solar cell efficiency.

The increasing efficiency of solar cells fabricated with PS formed
on both sides of the wafer compared with one side PS and bulk
Si solar cells, respectively is shown in Fig. 9. This is attributed to
increasing the open circuit voltage without losing the short circuit
current of the solar cells, as shown in Table 2. The porous surface

texturing properties could enhance and increase the conversion
efficiency of Si solar cells. The results also showed that the efficiency
resulting from this procedure is more promising compared with
other solar cells fabricated under similar conditions [32].
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Table 1
Calculated refractive indices for Si and PS using Ravindra et al. [25], Herve and Vandamme [26], and Ghosh et al. [27] models compared with others corresponding to optical
dielectric constant.

Samples n ε∝

Si as-grown 3.35a 2.91b 2.89c 3.46d 3.46e 11.22a 8.46b 8.35c 11.97e

PS formed on the unpolished side 3.17a 2.79b 2.77c 1.8e 10.04a 7.78b 7.67c 3.24e

PS formed on the front polished side 2.94a 2.68b 2.66c 2.38e 8.64a 7.18b 7.07c 5.66e

a Ref. [25].
b Ref. [26].
c Ref. [27].
d Ref. [18] expt.
e Using Eq. (1).

Table 2
Investigated series resistance Rs, sheet resistance Rsh, maximum voltage Vm, maximum current Im, open-circuit voltage Voc, short-circuit current Isc, FF, and efficiency (�) of
Si and PS.

Samples Rs (�) Rsh (k�) Vm (V) Im (mA) Voc (V) Isc (mA) FF (%) Efficiency (�) (%)
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Si as-grown 70.4 2.98 0.26
PS formed on the unpolished side 7.14 149.8 0.41
PS formed on both sides 7.9 4.86 0.44
PS both sides with lens 2.81 18.77 0.41

. Conclusion

PS formed on the unpolished backside of the c-Si wafer showed
n increase in surface roughness compared with one formed on
he polished front side. The high degree of roughness along with
he presence of the nanocrystal layer implies that the surface used
s an ARC, which can reduce the reflection of light and increase light
rapping on a wide wavelength range. This parameter is important
n enhancing the photo conversion process for solar cell devices.
S formed on both sides has low reflectivity value. Fabricated
olar cells show that the conversion efficiency is 15.4% compared
ith the unetched sample and other results [13,15]. The results

f the refractive index and optical dielectric constant of Si and
S are investigated. A good agreement with experimental data is
bserved.
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